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Algorithmic	Authorship...	?

suppose	this	text	represents	my	"style"	...

How	could	a
	program	aut

hor	

new	prose	in
	this	same	st

yle?!

"Style"	seems	like	the	
wrong	word	here...



Algorithmic	Authorship...	!

suppose	this	text	represents	my	"style"	...

What	would	be	a	reasonable	
first	word	to	start	a	newly-

generated	sentence?

What	would	be	a	reasonable	
next	word	to	follow	the	first?

What	would	be	a	reasonable	
test	for	sentence-ending?



Algorithmic	authoring	examples...

Who's	the	original	human	author	of	each	of	these? Hint:	they're	all	B
ritish...

Brit	Lit's	it!

Wanna live while we're cool, so tonight 
What a feeling to be doing what I wish I 
know we only met but it ain't hard to be 
nothing left The story of my life I'm 
watching her eyes smile you flip your 
eyes You don't know what makes you got 
stars, they're in the wire She said, "Can I 
got a feeling to be a dentist



Markov	Models

Techniques	for	modeling	any	
sequence	of	natural	data		

Each	item	depends	only	on	the	one	
immediately	before	it	.	

1st-order		Markov	Model	
(defining	property)

speech,	text,	sensor	data...



Lists	are	sequential	containers:

L = [ 47, 5, 47, 42 ]

Dictionaries	are	arbitrary	containers:	

elements	are	looked	up	by	their	location,	or	index,	starting	from	0

0 1 2 3

d = { 47: 2,  42: 1 }

elements	(or	values)	are	looked	up	by	a	key	starting	anywhere	you	want!		Keys	don't	have	to	be	ints!

key key
value value

element

index

We	need	a
	new	data	

structure!	

(A	new	cla
ss...)



Lists	are	sequential	containers:

L = [ 47, 5, 47, 42 ]

Dictionaries	are	arbitrary	containers:	

elements	are	looked	up	by	their	location,	or	index,	starting	from	0

0 1 2 3

d = { 47: 2,  42: 1 }

elements	(or	values)	are	looked	up	by	a	key	starting	anywhere	you	want!		Keys	don't	have	to	be	ints!
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value value

element

index



Dictionaries	are	arbitrary	containers:	

zd = {'rabbit':1999, 'ox':1997}

elements	(or	values)	are	looked	up	by	a	key	starting	anywhere	you	want!		Keys	don't	have	to	be	ints!

key key
valuevalue

Now	I	see	the	key		to	
dictionaries'	value…

What's zd's 

data here?



Dictionaries	are	arbitrary	containers:	

zd = {'rabbit':1999, 'ox':1997}

elements	(or	values)	are	looked	up	by	a	key	starting	anywhere	you	want!		Keys	don't	have	to	be	ints!

key key
valuevalue

Now	I	see	the	key		to	
dictionaries'	value…

12-year zodiac...



Dictionaries	are	arbitrary	containers:	

z = {'rabbit':[1999,1987,1975,...],  

     'ox':[1997,1985,1973,...], 

     'tiger':[1998,2010,...], ... }

Whose	keys?		z's	keys!

What type are the 
keys?

What type are the 
values?

zi



Dictionaries	are	arbitrary	containers:	

z = {'rabbit':[1999,1987,1975,...],  

     'ox':[1997,1985,1973,...], 

     'dragon':[2000,1988,1976,...],    

      ... }

Is 'dragon' a 
key in z?

Is 1969 in 
z['dragon']?

if 'dragon' in z

if 1969 in z['dragon']



LoW = [ 'spam', 'spam', 'poptarts', 'spam' ]

Oldenborg's	menu!

d = {} 

for w in LoW: 

  if w not in d: 

    d[w] = 1 

  else: 

    d[w] += 1

d will be...

vc_print(LoW)

vc_print("a.txt")

{}

{'spam':1}

{'spam':2}

{'poptarts':1,	'spam':2}

final d

w will be...

{'poptarts':1,	'spam':3}



d = {} 

for w in LoW: 

  if w not in d: 

    d[w] = 1 

  else: 

    d[w] += 1

LoW = [ 'spam', 'spam', 'poptarts', 'spam' ]

Oldenborg's	menu!

{}

{'spam':1}

{'spam':2}

{'poptarts':1,	'spam':2}

{'poptarts':1,	'spam':3}

final d

d will be...

w will be...
w	='spam'

w	='spam'

w	='poptarts'

w	='spam'

vc_print(LoW)

vc_print("a.txt")



d = {} 

for w in LoW: 

  if w not in d: 

    d[w] = 1 

  else: 

    d[w] += 1

LoW = [ 'spam', 'spam', 'poptarts', 'spam' ]

Oldenborg's	menu!

d will be... {}

{'spam':1}

{'spam':2}

{'poptarts':1,	'spam':2}

{'poptarts':1,	'spam':3}

final d

but	where	
to	get	

so	many	w
ords?

FILES	!

vc_print(LoW)

vc_print("a.txt")



Files...
f = open( 'a.txt' ) 

text = f.read() 

f.close() 

text 
'I like poptarts and 42 and spam.\nWill I 

LoW = text.split() 
[ 'I', 'like', 'poptarts', ... ]

In	Python	reading	files	
is	smooth…

opens	the	file	and	calls	it		f

reads	the	whole	file	into	the	string	text

text.split()		returns	a	
list	of	each	"word"

closes	the	file			(optional)



def word_count( filename ): 
     
    f = open( filename ) 
    text = f.read() 
    f.close() 

    LoW = text.split()     
    print("There are",len(LoW),"words")

file	handling

What	if	we	wanted	the	
number	of	different	
words	in	the	file?

This	would	be	the	author's	
vocabulary	count,	instead	of	

the	total	word	count.



with	what	word?

Vocabulary,	anyone?
Shakespeare	used	31,534	different	words	--	and	a	
grand	total	of	884,647	words,	counting	repetitions	
across	all	of	his	works.... http://www-math.cudenver.edu/~wbriggs/qr/shakespeare.html

Shakespearean	coinages There's	also	one	
contemporary	British	
author	in	the	Oxford	
English	Dictionary…

successful unsuccessful

http://www.pathguy.com/shakeswo.htm		
http://www.shakespeare-online.com/biography/wordsinvented.html

Who?

gust	
besmirch	
unreal	

superscript	
watchdog	
swagger

affined	
rooky	

attasked	
out-villained



Vocabulary,	anyone?
Shakespeare	used	31,534	different	words	--	and	a	
grand	total	of	884,647	words,	counting	repetitions	
across	all	of	his	works.... http://www-math.cudenver.edu/~wbriggs/qr/shakespeare.html

Shakespearean	coinages

successful unsuccessful

http://www.pathguy.com/shakeswo.htm		
http://www.shakespeare-online.com/biography/wordsinvented.html

gust	
besmirch	
unreal	

superscript	
watchdog	
swagger

affined	
rooky	

attasked	
out-villained

J. K. Rowling

muggle



from filename import defaultdict 

def vocab_count( filename ): 
    """ vocabulary-counting program """ 
    f = open( filename ) 
    text = f.read() 
    f.close() 

    LoW = text.split()     
    print "There are", len(LoW), "words." 

    d = {} 

    for w in LoW: 
      if w not in d: 
        d[w] = 1 
      else: 
        d[w] += 1 

             
    print "There are", len(d), "_distinct_ words.\n" 

    return d     #	return	d	for	later	use	by	other	code…

Tracking	the	number	of	
occurences	of	each	word	with	

a	dictionary,	d.

file	handling

word	counting

most/least	
common?

Same as 
before...



Markov	Models	can	be	generative!
A	key	benefit	of	Markov	Models	is	that	they	can	generate	feasible	data!

Original	file:
I	like	poptarts	and	42	and	spam.	
Will	I	get	spam	and	poptarts	for	
the	holidays?	I	like	spam	poptarts!

d	=	create_model('hpwhich.txt')	
d	=	create_model('randj.txt')	
d	=	create_model('oneD.txt')	
d	=	create_model('a.txt')	
gt(d,250) demo…



Generated	text:

A	key	benefit	of	Markov	Models	is	that	they	can	generate	feasible	data!

I	get	spam	poptarts!	I	like	poptarts	and	42	and	spam.	I	like	
spam	and	42	and	42	and	42	and	spam.	Will	I	like	poptarts	
and	42	and	poptarts	and	42	and	poptarts	and	42	and	42	
and	poptarts	and	spam.	I	get	spam	and	42	and	42	and...

Original	file:
I	like	poptarts	and	42	and	spam.	
Will	I	get	spam	and	poptarts	for	
the	holidays?	I	like	spam	poptarts!

I	agree!

demo…

Markov	Models	can	be	generative!



{ '$':								['I',	'Will',	'I'],		
'I':									['like',	'get',	'like']	
'like':			
'poptarts':				['and',	'for'],	
'and':				['42',	'spam.',	'poptarts'],	
'42':							['and'],	
'Will':				['I'],		
'the':				
'spam':		['and',	'poptarts!'],	
'get':						['spam'],		
'for':							['the'] }

A	dictionary!

Our	Markov	Model

Markov	Model

Original	file
keys values

What	are	the	
missing	values?

What	are	the	keys?

What	are	the	
values?

What	is	the	'$'?

Why	do	some	keys	
seem	missing?

Try	it!

dictionary's	
end



{ '$':								['I',	'Will',	'I'],		
'I':									['like',	'get',	'like']	
'like':				['poptarts',	'spam'],	
'poptarts':				['and',	'for'],	
'and':				['42',	'spam.',	'poptarts'],	
'42':							['and'],	
'Will':				['I'],		
'the':						['holidays?'],	
'spam':		['and',	'poptarts!'],	
'get':						['spam'],		
'for':							['the'] }

A	dictionary!

Our	Markov	Model

Markov	Model

Original	file
keys values

What	are	the	
missing	values?

What	are	the	keys?

What	are	the	
values?

What	is	the	'$'?

Why	do	some	keys	
seem	missing?

Try	it!

dictionary's	
end



['I','like','spam.','I','eat','poptarts!']	

pw

nw

$	:		[	I,	I	]	
I	:	[	like,	eat	]	
like	:	[	spam.	]	
eat	:	[	poptarts!	]

Markov-modeling's	algorithm

d's	final	form	(without	
quotes)

d = {} 
pw = '$' 

for nw in LoW: 
   if pw not in d:   
      d[pw]  = [nw]  
   else:             
      d[pw] += [nw] 

   pw = ________

LoW
cdi_print(PT2)

cdi_print("a.txt")



Generating	text:

1)	start	with	pw	as	the	'$'	string	
2)	choose	a	nw	that	follows	pw,	at	random.	

3)	print	nw,       (the	comma	continues	on	the	same	line) 	

4)	pw	gets	set	to	either	nw	or	'$'

Model	creation:

1)	start	with	the	previous	word,	pw	as	'$'	
2)	for	each	next	word,	nw,	in	the	list	of	words,	add	it	in	...

3)	then	change	pw	to	nw ...
(a)		except	if	nw[-1]	was	punctuation:	change	pw	to…

or	if	nw[-1]	was	punctuation:	change	pw	to…



Generating	prose?					Academic	Opportunity!



WMSCI



WMSCI



WMSCI



WMSCI	2005

Markov-generated	submission	
accepted	to	WMSCI	2005	

http://pdos.csail.mit.edu/scigen/

Not	a	first-order	model	...	but	a	third-order	model



Not	a	first-order	model	...	but	a	third-order	model



Not	a	first-order	model	...	but	a	third-order	modelthird-order wardrobe?



There	are	no	one-sided	coins...

http://www.bartneck.de/2016/10/20/ios-just-got-a-paper-on-nuclear-physics-accepted-at-a-scientific-conference/

See	video
	on	page..

.



Have	Py
thon	wr

ite	your
	papers

	for	you
…

…		you're	sti
ll	the	autho

r!

Thesis	deadlines?

Papers	due?


